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/t5/indesign/placing-a-multiple-page-pdf-into-indesign/m-p/3973382#M12903 288 2 It's easy enough to import a PDF into an InDesign document, either as an entire document or by specific pages , but you have to click to insert each page. This is not a huge burden with a relatively small
PDF file, but can be an overwhelming task with a hefty document. The MeteMultipagePDF script by Olav Martin Kvern - who ships free with Indesign - is ready to help with such a Herculean job. It does as its name suggests and sets the many pages that understand your incoming PDF all in
one go. And while it's done as advertised, it's a one-trick pony: It puts all the pages without giving you much of the way of options. That's where a third-party option can come in handy. Our demand for a better solution to moons ago leads us to the discovery of the PDFplacer script by Scott
Zanelli. When we were first presented in this script, Zanelli wrote about some things his scriptures did so included the script did not: ... it allows the user to select a set of pages from the PDF being placed, the crop type to use when set, the page of the Indesign document to start putting on
(add new pages as needed), where to put it on the page (upper right, centered, etc., and using an optional offset), and whether to scale the PDF to the existing page size. If an Indesign doc is not open, it will read the size from the PDF and create a new Indesign document in the size of the
PDF before updating the pages. Something that didn't mention was that it's not just for inserting PDF file, but can be used to insert multiple Indesign page files as well! There have been several versions—and a name change in MultiPageImporter—since we discovered this versatile PDF file
ranking, here are links to these iterations: The latest stable version maintained by Mike Edel can be found here: IT/ID-MultiPageImporter/releases Plus after the jump! Continue reading below↓Free with Premium Members See Less Ad! Sign up and log in today. Note that there is a user
included with version 2.5 that would still be very handy to be your guide through using the latest version. Thank you Scott and Mike for this great time-saving! p.s. – I'm a Newbie InDesign, mad keen to learn – thanks for this great site! Can someone adjust the script option for importing a
discontinuous set of pages like below? A pdf of 5,000+ pages of church contributions statements is obtained. Some are page 1, 2pp, 3pp, 4pp, 5p or more. We must make a pdf for our OCE printers in groups of 1p, 2pp, 3pp, etc. So I use the Advanced Acrobat Search to find all pages that
contain the Mekyou words for your gift in order to find all the end pages for each statement. I then export that data to CSV. Open in OpenOffice, add some formulas to calculate the first page of statement of each person on the last page of each statement. Some are 7pp, 6pp, 5pp long. Most
are 1pp long. I then built the series as seen at the bottom of this post. I looked at the code but can't figure out how to build the array. I barely code in AppleScript but not at all in Javascript. We do it now using Indesign's slot command, paste in the range, but there is click on every new page,
scroll to, click the next one, etc. such as 500 times for some tasks. Very tired.... As an alternative, I flowed to a 5000 page pdfunk of IND, letting it run the night, hoping that it wouldn't crash. This morning, I was rescued, left, reopening to clear out the memory hog. For my range, over 3000
discontiguous pages, I export to pdf, paste to 200 or so ranges to make pdf #1, export to paste pdf to the next 200 page rows as pdf #2, and so on to make 8 PDFs. It would have been nicer to just load into the range I needed using the above script in the first place rather than loading the
whole pdf of Indesign. EXAMPLE ARRAYS: I have 250-page PDF file, which I'd like to include in Indesign. Do I have to insert each page separately, or is there a way to do them all at once? This feature already exists. As mentioned by David and Bastia, you can turn on the Show Import
Options from the place dialog. After which a dialog can help you select the page that you want and how many of the pages you want to place in Indesign. We have made changes to our security increased and have to reset your password. We've just sent you an email to. Click on the link to
create a password, then go back here and sign in. Recently, I taught a course that included a young lady who used undetectomed to create Bid Documents, something I've learned over the years that the indesign used often does. One of the key parts of any piece that it created was the
inclusion of all the certificates and the PDFs association that must be incorporated into a section in order to validate the bid. This it turns out is something he struggled with for a long time and was only served to create frustration and disappointment every time. So I thought of you guys and
decided to put this out– the cases anyone else had a similar torid time.1. Start by creating a blank page in inDesign.2. Select the Rectangular Tool Frame and create as many frames equally size as you need for your PDFs. (TIP, it makes sense to keep the proportions of these frames
similar to the proportions of the pdf file). Use more pages if you need to. Create your frame3. De-select any of the frames you have created and then choose File &gt; Insert (Control/Commands - D) to open the slot menu.4. Check the box next to Show Import Options and Browse to the
multi page PDF file. Once found select Open. Set your options5. A menu option appears, to insert more than one page from the selected PDF all from the Pages option, or insert a range if you don't need each page. Then click OK.6. Insert the first page of the frame first, then continue for
each follower page which appears embedded at the cursor.7. Lastly, choose an appropriate equipment option for each frame (TIP, if you use the same proportions as the PDF then Complete Frame Proportion should do just fine). The right equipment technical option works similarly to
setting indesign files to other indesign files too. If you'd like more information about Indesign Training click here. Hi there, in this video we're going to do some cool things where we take a lot on bit of text, and you see, my page on here, nothing. I import it, and voila, it creates many pages for
me. Auto color them without you have to go and make the game fun in linked text boxes. All right, let's go and do that now in this video. So we'll shed some really long text in an Indesign document without having to do the pain, linking to each text box. So we are going start with a new
document, 'Print', 'Letters'. And we'll have '2' column. And this is going to be read, we'll click 'Create'. So let's bring in our documentary. Let's go to 'File', 'Location'. And in '05 Long Documents' grabs a long text, either one of these two. Let's click on 'Open'. Now, the trick here is that I need to
hold down the 'Shift' key because without it just drag and drag box, but then I'll click this box and link it to that box, and life is hard. So all I need to do is, when I'm wearing, undo, until it's set again. Let's hold the 'Shift' key, and what you'll notice is, can you see the icon changes in the little
face line? And what that means is, if I click the top corner here it will go in, match the columns that I have, and see, magically on here I've got a bunch of different pages and all colors of text in it. So that might work for you perfectly. What you might find though is, I can –I don't want it to flow
throughout the text, because if you do so I don't have columns, if I delete this guy, 'New document', 'Print', 'Letters', 'Letters'. Only one column could be created. Bring in the text. I'm not sure why I'll be this long way to show you, but I am. We are here now, keeping 'Change'. Look at this. Just
go through colors like large pieces of text across the page, and that's probably not what you want. So what you can do is, before I put it I will hit 'Esc'. On your Master page, I'll double click the 'A-Master'. I'm going to put a couple of boxes over here. I'll say, maybe I just want one that is, that
size, on this page. And over here, I'll copy and paste it. So I had another version of that sitting inside here. I'm not sure why I have text boxes sitting here. Let's just say that I had some boxes here. There will be some Factoids in it.Duplicate it. Now I'm getting to track, but now I've got these
guys on the Home page. And what I want to do is link them together. So with my Black Arrow I'll click this box here. And what you can do is, go to 'View', 'Extras', 'Show Text Threads'. And as long as you're not in this preview mode, with 'W', you can kind of see where they're linked. So once
you've done that, go back to 'Page 1'. Now bring in your long text, 'File', 'Place', 'Long Text'. Now keep 'Shift', now click inside this box anywhere. And because you've got them on the Master page you'll notice that all my pages have kind of match what I did on the Master pages with colors in
nicely. Another option you can do with this, this is called Flowable Text. Holding the 'Shift' key, there's something next we'll watch, it's called the Primary Text Frame. I'll shut this down without saving, though—it was age designing these, Master pages. Let's go to 'Create New'. This one will
be specific because go to use it later on when we are dealing with something called Books. So we will go to 'Print', let's go to 'US Letters'. We're going to have Column two'. Go to that Gutter at 1/2, it's '0.5'. And we're going to have really big margins, we're going to have inches all around.
And let's click on 'Create'. The first thing I want to do is I'll go to my Master page like I did earlier. And I will grab a text box, and it will do -- we'll have a text box that goes the whole way across these two columns. And I will get the match columns. Remember our shortcuts now, 'Command-
Options-7' change paragraphs. We will go '2' Column, with a Gutter of '0.5 inches'. So it should have matched up with what I had before. I'll have to grab another copy of it, move it through. Make sure they're linked. Grabbing the Black Arrow, clicking in the following box, do these two. And
the big difference that will do something is called a Primary Text Frame. So I'll click on this first one, and there's this option here that says I want to make you a Primary Text Frame. Nothing really changed, the icon changes. Both of them change because they're connected. And why are
they different? Let's have a little look. Let's go to page 1 and import my text. So, 'File', 'Insert', let's bring in my 'Long Text' document. Let's just click on the page here. It becomes the Primary Text Frame, you don't need to hit the Shift key. It's not a huge asset, I guess, but it will do the same
thing. It will recharge and grab all the pages I need. And what makes the Primary Text Frame better than maybe just do the Autoflow text? It got something called Smart Text Reflow. Now why this helpful is, let's say some of our chapter headlines -- I'll find a Chapter title here, there's one,
'Oak'. It's on-let's see if it's page 3. I want any of these Chapter titles, they need to start on their own pages, and have a slightly different layout. So what I'm going to do is create another Master Page. To do it, at the top here, I'll say, I'd like a 'New Master'. I will call him 'B-Master'. You might
have kind of moved this down a little bit, so you can see them all. And on my B-Master, what I'd like to do is I'm going to-come from A-Master, I'll copy-Double click 'A-Master', I'll copy the text box that I did. Paste this over to B-Master. And what I'd like to do is -- they're going to start on their
own pages. And they're going to be about half the size. So I want two of them. I want to do two things, I want to connect them. I can do it on the A-Master, and I also want to make them a Primary Text Frame. This is where the magic happens. You might just use Autoflow. Often this is what
I'm doing, but if you're doing a book you'll see the benefits of this right now. So let's go to 'Page 3', find 'Oak'. for sure Oak here I'll be going say, you friend of mine, start on its own page because you are Chapter Header. Where are you? 'Insert character' character. You see, it starts on a
new page. There it is there. So it's on its own page. But I want it to match the B-Master, I can drag it down but I want it to match exactly what I'm doing with my B-Master. It's easy to do. On page 4, I had it selected, right click on it and say 'Apply Master to Pages'. And it's always in 'A', not 'B'.
And this is where the magic happens. You can see, it pulls the text box style from B-Master and applies it to this. Technically it's called Smart Text Reflow, but really we don't call it that, we just call it Primary Text Frame, and it means you can create as many meters as you need. And you
can just apply them to different pages and it will try and refresh the text for you. If you don't use the Primary Text Frame and just use your standard frame, like we did in the first part, it won't refresh it for you. You'll have to kind of cut and paste it and try and get it to connect back up, which
can be a real hassle. You can see again, say this page, move on. I can say, you my friend I can apply Master again, and go back to being A-Master, and he refreshed the text. One thing you could do if you are doing Primary Text Frame or just the Autoflow is that it generates pages for you,
but it doesn't delete them for you, such as Word does. Word has that type, like it gets bigger when it needs to be, and it gets smaller when it needs to be. Let's say we've kind of been derive from a lot of text. I'm going to erase all of this. I just deleted text. You can see, it just left -- this kind of
all pages all in itself. You can make that an option where it deletes blank pages. So you can go to 'Indesign', 'Preferences', go to 'Type'. Read 'Edit', 'Preferences', 'Type' on a PC. And from here there is 'Delete blank page'. It just means that when they start deleting things, this view, it should
start deleting pages. There it goes. Delete all of these that have been empty. Type need it together until I get it to check by deleting or adding something. But yes, that's an option that I don't like about by default. So I'll go and turn that back in. Let's go and go to the next video while I'm done.
All right, see you then. then.
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